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He couldn't believe it. Just like that, he'd transformed her into a bimbo babe...Roderick is your

average loserâ€”picked on by jocks, hated by his snobby ex-girlfriend, and ignored by hot women

everywhere. Then, he finds the Bust Gun, and everything changes for the better. Just one shot is all

it takes to make a beautiful woman into his eager, erotic, fertile servant girl. Women transform from

beautiful coeds to mind-blowingly hot, obedient nymphos, complete with overflowing cups full of

delicious cream. With the Bust Gun in hand, Roderick can make all his dreams come

trueâ€¦including the one that involves making his arrogant virgin ex apologize to him for never

sleeping with him. Heâ€™ll even make her begâ€¦if only he could figure out how to reload the darn

gunâ€¦
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OH My! You will need a triple decker fan to cool off after reading this gem of a story. Roderick is just

an average guy who doesnâ€™t have much luck with the ladies until one day after being stuck in the

locker at the college gym. He comes across this weird looking supposed toy gun. That is when his



whole life changes and things take an erotic, passionate and life changing turn for him and the

women he comes into contact with.The story has this way of drawing you in- the women he has the

interactions with, Betty, April, and Wanda. Their body transformationsâ€™ after being sprayed by

the gun is completely insane and when Rodrick himself changes-Oh wow! He totally becomes the

Master/Daddy of these ladies. The situations change for each woman and who is his favorite. What

he wants out of each of them changes by the end of the story and what ended up happening to the

gun is another story for another time which means bring on book 2. I thoroughly enjoyed this book

and all the situations that were presented. I cannot wait to read book 2 with Roderick and his

ladies.My rating: 4.8 stars ***** **I was given an ARC by the author in exchange for an honest

review***

I got this as an ARC....the transformation gun idea is seen in loads of erotic sci fi.Was a good quick

read, would have liked to see a bit more variation in the body transformation's while big boobed

bimbos r fun (try saying it 3 times quickly...) some more creative transformations would have been

nice....

When you have your average-in-every-way guy placed in an extraordinary situation the results can

be surprising.Roderick finds himself stuck in a locker, being put there by the biggest bully in the

school â€“ Chance Carter. But this situation creates an opportunity for him which he could not have

anticipated. He finds a toy gun of some sorts but quickly understands that there is more to it.Betty is

his first girl â€“ more or less by accident, she found him in the locker room and he got a chance to

find out what the gun really does â€“ creating hot bimbo slaves worshiping him as their Master. The

situation quickly escalates and Roderick has a chance to claim a second slave, even hotter than his

first. The guns changes him as well as it does his hot little slaves and he wants more of it.The story

is incredibly hot and intense, an absolute must read, it will keep you reading and wanting more and

more.

I received this book in exchange of an honest review.This book is really hot and the story line is

actually different than her recent book. There is no dilemma about right and wrongs (at least not for

long) and the sex scenes are steamy hot.The main character finds a plastic gun in the locker in

which he was locked in by some jocks. He uses it on the first person that enters the locker room. He

soon figures out that it turns women into bimbos. But the only pro or is that this guy is not even

close to be considered as hot. But after using the gun a second time against his new bimbo, t



actually turns him into a stud. This is the moment where he loses all senses of right and

wrongs.Next girl to be "gunned" is the girlfriend of the jock that locked him into that locker. How can

you have fun and get revenge at the same time?? Turn her into your bimbo slut.It was a really hot

read and I recommend it if this is what you are looking for ;)

Loser finds a magic gun that can change normal girls into bimbo sex slaves. Unlike some of this

author's other works, there aren't a lot of original ideas here, except for the nature of the ammunition

to recharge the gun. After the protagonist has collected a harem of three girls, the gun disappears,

apparently moving on to appear before another loser.This is an amusing quick read recommended

for those enjoying male dominant erotica.(I received a free advance copy for an objective review.)

Very Hot. Similar plot to some of the recent Nadia Nightside books. Geek / not pick of the litter /

bullied male finds a miraculous device that when used on average women who do not like him turns

them into incredibly hot and horny women who just want him. He gets more than enough hot sex

from the women and they become his servants / sex slaves. And of course they have incredible

busts with easily erected nipples that give him all the cream he wants.

This was a great, quick, and fun read. The average in every way guy becomes a hunky alpha male

while turning already beautiful women into drop dead gorgeous bimbos.Another hot and steamy

read from the mind of Nadia Nightside! I'm looking forward to seeing what's next.* I received a copy

of this book in exchange for my honest review *Thoughts and opinions expressed are mine and

mine alone.

Exceptionally hot read. Unlike her more recent works this is a self contained story with, what I

imagine, a magic gun and the central thread of the series so you will get you will get Rodricks full

story. Like her other stories it's full of busty bimbos ready to do their master's bidding and carry his

babies. You will love this story if you enjoy other Nadia Nightside stories. Get ready for a great ride.
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